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Hello Everyone,

Some corrections to the list of marque specialists, apologies go to Bill Whiteley for misspelling his 
name and also Blumfield is not spelt with OO. That’ll teach me not to take complicated messages 
over the phone!

Meanwhile, Richard Rosenthal sets us a challenge in his feature on the early days of motorcycling, 
a reminder that we still have a regular Club night at London Colney, near St Albans and the last part  
of Rick Parkington’s article My First Vintage Bike all in this edition.

We have a new marque specialist Richard Woodcock, who is seeking to identify all surviving  
Beeston Tricycles; his article follows later in the Club News.

With best wishes,  Julie Diplock

Editorial and News
© The Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club and Authors reserve copyright for all matters published in the Sunbeam 
Club News. The SMCC is not responsible for the views contained in the Club News and views expressed are not 
necessarily those of the editor or the club. All information is provided in good faith. Inclusion in the Club News is 

not a recommendation by the SMCC, or the Editor, of any goods or services.

Regalia News           Rob Smith
Since I began looking after the Club’s Regalia I have been asked by the committee to investigate a 
supplier of clothing in alternative colours with the new Club Logo. On the recommendation of Club 
Member Paul Bullock we have joined forces with Jancraft. ( www.jancraft.com ) They already supply 
the Morgan Club and the clothing Paul has shown me looks very good and is a comfortable fit and as 
one example ‘Fruit of the Loom’ Polo Shirts are available in a range of 22 colours e.g. Burgundy, Red, 
Orange, Various Blues & Greens, Light Graphite, White, Ash and Khaki which will be embroidered to 
order and posted directly to you. I am waiting for the current prices before we go ahead but with the 
copy date for this Club News imminent, I hope to have them before the next issue.
   If you would like a Polo Shirt or Fleece in a colour other than black please contact me, details on 
inside front cover. I do still have some stocks of the old black clothing.

From the Membership Secretary             Brian Empsall
It has become apparent that not all the e-mail addresses on the Club membership list are up to date 
and accurate and so far as I can I would like to remedy this. To this end, if you have an e-mail address, 
will you please simply send a message to membership@sunbeam-mcc.co.uk . In the subject line type 
“e-mail address” and for the message just your membership number. If you don’t know your number 
(generally it will be in the address block on your magazine envelope) please put your name and first 
line of your address. I can then check the e-mail address from which your message came against our 
records and correct if necessary. For family members please send either a separate e-mail or put the 
details in the message.
   This should only take a couple of minutes but does help the Club keep down postage costs and 
ultimately your subscription. Thank you for your help. 
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Nevil Barham (Devon) David Newman (Devon) 

Philip Heywood (Staffordshire) Peter Spiers (Kent) 

Ian Hiscutt (Berkshire) John Thompson (East Yorkshire)

New Members               Brian Empsall

Please give the following new members to the Club a warm welcome:

Notes From The Committee           Arnold Marshall
Firstly, the Committee wishes to apologise to the Membership for both of the following situations:-
Lateness of The Club News.
Julie has taken responsibility for the recent problems but they are not all of her making; what is not 
generally known is that the Club recently purchased a new computer and design system for magazine 
production, believing that this would make the Editor’s job easier.
   In fact, the opposite happened, with her having to master both the new computer and the design 
system in short order. This has now been achieved and the original intention to make the Editor’s life 
easier is coming to fruition.
The Club Website
The Committee decided that the Club could do with a new, more user friendly website with added 
features. Consequently, the work was put in hand. However, the more we looked at the information 
already existing on the original site, the more inaccuracies we found and the longer it is taking.
   Add to this the fact that information passed to the Web Designer for inclusion on the existing site 
has not been received by him but has been going straight to ‘spam’, has meant that the old site has 
not been kept current either (now corrected). We are doing our best to resolve the remaining problems 
with the new site and hope to go live during September. 
New Chairman
Our Chairman confirmed his intention to stand down at the next AGM. He then asked if any of the 
Committee Members were prepared to put their names forward for the position. No-one volunteered, 
however, it was known that Tim Penn, who was not present at the meeting, had indicated in the past 
that he would be prepared to step forward. Consequently, he was proposed by Richard Rosenthal and 
seconded by Tony Lloyd, so currently we have one candidate.
   We now invite the Membership to put forward any other candidates for the position, all nominated 
candidates must be supported by a Proposer and a Seconder, their names must be forwarded to the 
Club Secretary no later than 31st December, 2016.
Membership
Membership currently stands at 610 with 10 new members having joined since the last Committee 
Meeting on the 11th June. To maintain and, hopefully, grow this number every Club Member is asked 
to recruit at least one new member each during the rest of 2016. Please do your best to help.
Trials
After the sad loss of Peter Donaldson, Margaret, his daughter, will look after the Greybeards and 
Gingerbeards events this year, but does not want to carry on. If our Trials Events are to continue then 
we must have volunteer Secretaries of Meeting for our Events. Can someone please step forward?
On a more positive note, the ACU have instituted a one event Trials Registration, allowing non-ACU 
registered members to ride in ACU Trial Events. This allows any of us to have a go!
Garden of England Run
Tony Lloyd has retired as the Secretary of Meeting for this event. Jo and Julian Swift have offered to 
take over the reins, for which, many thanks.
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Notes From The Committee           Continued
Rose of the Shires
A volunteer to take on the organisation of this event is urgently sought. Currently it is based at Stoke 
Bruerne in Northamptonshire, can you help?
Mid Week Social Gatherings
The First of these gatherings was held at the Peacock Public House, Kent. Please forward your ideas 
for suitable venues to our Event Secretary, Rob Pond.
New Event Summer Pioneer Run® 
Plans for this event starting and finishing at Handcross are well in hand. The event will be held in 
August/September next year.
New Contact Telephone Number
For the benefit of non computerised prospective members you will see a mobile telephone number 
appearing on all our adverts. The telephone is held by our Membership Secretary. It is purely for 
initial contact, existing members should continue to use existing contact numbers, when necessary.
   Finally, we wish a belated welcome to two new members to our Committee, Tim Penn and Richard 
Rosenthal, who joined the Committee in June. Welcome aboard!

Pinhard Trophy       Tony Lloyd
Once again we are seeking nominations for one of the UK’s most prestigious awards - The Pinhard 
Trophy which is in the gift of The Sunbeam MCC. 
This award has been presented since 1950 to the best Under-21 year old sporting motorcyclist 
competing under ACU or SACU jurisdiction.
   Last year’s winner was James Shanes and was the culmination of a fantastic year – two British titles, 
an FIM Gold Medal as part of the team that brought the Don Godden Trophy back to the UK for the 
first time, an FIME Silver Medal plus a host of top results on the domestic scene. The Judges were 
particularly impressed by James’ commitment at grass-roots level. Setting up and dismantling tracks 
for racing and attending promotional events. James had been well placed in the Pinhard standings for 
the last three years but getting better each year. Yet another success for consistency and improvement. 
On hearing of his success James said “I am delighted to have won the Pinhard Trophy. I have had the 
most amazing year, and this really is the icing on the cake – thank you Sunbeam MCC”.
Previous winners are an honours roll of motorcycling greats over the last 60 years who have excelled in 
all spheres of the sport including Mike Hailwood, Jeff Smith, Bill Martin, Roy Peplow, Dan Shorey, Scott 
Ellis, Alexz Wigg and a host of others who have gone on to be national and international household 
names.
   The Trophy is a huge three-gallon cup together with a retention replica tankard. Sunbeam MCC awards 
the trophy in memory of Frederick William Pinhard who died in 1948 whilst serving as Secretary of 
the Club. 
   All sections of the ACU together with the Scottish-ACU are invited to submit entries as well as anyone 
who feels personally eligible to make an entry. Entries can be for active competitors or administrators 
who are under 21 at the beginning of November.
   Particularly, because of their wide knowledge and interest in the sport, we look to Sunbeam members 
for suggested entrants which I could follow up via the internet. Alternatively, members are entitled to 
sponsor candidates personally. Over recent years off-roaders have taken the Trophy (deservedly so) 
but there are a couple of minority groups that need re-dress. Personally I’d like to see a lady or a 
Scotsman or a road racer win- but that’s just me.
   Editors of leading motorcycle periodicals are invited as judges together with General Secretary of the 
ACU and three officials appointed by Sunbeam MCC, Ian McGill, Chris Mawer and Joan Westbrook.
Entry forms, regulations and a list of previous winners are available from Tony Lloyd, by email 
aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com or phone 07751 300233.
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Sunbeam Club Meetings at London Colney, Herts      Richard Tann
In conjunction with the Scott Owners Club, The Sunbeam Club meet at The Broadlakes Social Club, 
Shenley Lane, London Colney, Herts, AL2 1DG on the B5378 half a mile north of junction with B556. 
Second Tuesday of each month at 8pm, but this varies in December when we hold a Christmas party. 
We each contribute £2 for the use of the room. For more details, contact Richard Tann by email    
richard.tann@btinternet.com or phone 0208 953 5732. 

News from the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs
An MoT Issue- Reprinted from FBHVC News  
Towards the end of last year we received a few reports of difficulty being experienced with the new MoT 
test online system if the chassis/frame number of the vehicle contained characters other than alpha/
numeric (e.g. ‘/’ and ‘-’). Whilst it took some time for DVSA to respond to our request for information 
they have now told us that the correct procedure is for the tester to enter the chassis/frame number 
omitting the non-alpha/numeric symbols. DVSA claim to have tested this procedure and confirm 
that it does work. Anyone still experiencing problems should check if the tester has followed the 
recommended procedure. 

Correct V5C Forms and the Vehicle Enquiry System 
There has been no progress regarding vehicles where the DVLA database, and thus the V5C has an 
incorrectly shown Make, often because the Model is incorporated into the ‘Make’ field. This makes 
searching for them on the VES difficult, unless you have the V5C to hand, which will enable you to use 
the erroneous DVLA ‘Name’ entry in your search. 
   Additionally, a fair number of our members simply think that, especially if the correct factual 
information regarding Make and Model has been supplied to DVLA, either on application or later by 
the vehicle keeper, it ought not to be beyond the wit of man for the Government database of vehicles 
on the British register simply to be correct. 
   But, apparently it is beyond the wit of the people in DVLA. DVLA say that the problem arises from how 
the DVLA database treats third party supplied data on Makes and Models. If the data is not supplied 
to them, DVLA have to enter it manually. Believe it or not, it is apparently possible to manually enter 
a ‘Make’ into the relevant field, but not to manually enter the ‘Model’. So far, all suggestions from us 
as to how to solve the problem have been deflected by DVLA as not practical. That may indeed be 
technically the case.
   Our position, that in respect of a number of historic vehicles, some of them just recently put onto 
the British register, the VES is currently not fit for purpose as a modern Government customer-facing 
digital system, is undoubtedly objectively true.
Similarly we don’t doubt the truth of what DVLA are saying about the nature of the problem.
   We don’t really know whether there is a fundamental flaw in the system software structure, a fix 
which, given the will and the money could be implemented, some agreement which gives current 
motor manufacturers control over what goes into the DVLA database, or simply a belief in DVLA that 
the problem is not important enough to fix.
   We will continue to energetically batter our heads against this difficult wall

Editor’s Note: Members with access to the internet who want to check their vehicle’s DVLA record 
online will find the website www.cartell.ie useful. This website allows you to input just the vehicle 
registration and displays the make. Then you can search the DVLA website as normal. 
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        Letters
Your letters and comments are always  
welcomed. Send them to The Editor,

 contact details inside front cover.

The John Catchpole Trials Special
Hello Julie,

In the April / May news Rob Smith comments on the ex John Catchpole trials special, now owned by Bob 
Onley. I started spectating trials in Kent in about 1948; as I owned a Scott machine I was interested 
in John Catchpole’s sidecar outfit which was a 600cc Scott fitted with a four-speed Velocette gearbox.
Use of the Velocette gearbox was simplified by the fact that both the Scott and the Velocette gearboxes 
had the drive and final chains on the same side.
   My old trials programmes show that John used the machine at least between 1950 to 1955.
John Catchpole also built a solo trials special using a Scott engine and Velo gearbox in a frame he 
built having Matchless tele-forks. This bike was shown and described at the time and much later in 
The Classic Motor Cycle magazine.
   Before I took up trials riding in 1950 I did some observing and once when a sidecar passenger had 
not turned up was “instructed” to take his place. Quite an experience, especially when at the top of a 
steep climb the front wheel came up and came out of the girder forks. 
   A programme I have for the Royal Military Trials 1948 states in the regulations that ten marshals will 
be present to check tyre pressures. “Front tyre below 18psi will have a penalty of one mark for each 
pound below 18psi and rear tyre the same penalty below 22psi.” These riders were all on military 
machines which must have made off-road very interesting.
All the best,

 Peter Maddox.

Members Advertisements
Dear Julie,

Can you please delete my Ariel Colt advert from future copies of the magazine. I didn’t really intend it 
to be repeated more than once so perhaps I gave the wrong instruction – my apologies for that.
   It could have been sold many times over from the enquiries it raised so the adverts section is 
certainly getting to the right people and is much appreciated by yours truly.

Kind Regards

 Peter Jackson.

Hi Julie,

You have placed my advert for a new kick start knee in three issues of the Club News. I think most 
members will have got bored with my attempt at humour, please can we remove it.
    I have now been fitted with a replacement knee. When I asked where the grease nipple was, I was 
told that titanium joints are fitted with sealed bearings.
I am just old fashioned.
  Reg Eyre
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Obituaries
Lest We Forget Peter Donaldson - Our Loss      Baz Staple
It was estimated that some eighty plus persons attended Peter’s funeral, including family, friends 
and neighbours, club members, ACU representatives and members from other clubs. Many attending 
the funeral gathered afterwards at the Barnehurst Golf Course, Bexleyheath for refreshments and to 
exchange memories of Peter. Peter worked at the Golf Course for a number of years.
   Peter was a genuine person who served our club in many posts over an extremely long period with 
enthusiasm, candour, honesty and great fortitude, particularly in the past months – he never gave up 
serving our club.
   He had his steadfast opinions on certain aspects of the club and would not be shaken from his 
genuine beliefs. Peter was like a terrier with a bone and this sometimes caused long discussions and 
arguments, sometimes heated, but you had to admire his sense of fair play and kindness. 
   I never heard him criticise anyone but always found a good word for the most difficult of persons. It 
will be a poorer place without him.
   Thank you Peter for all your great efforts and lessons you have taught us.

Pictured left to right at The Greybeards Trial in 2014 are trials enthusiasts 
Peter Donaldson, Mike Holloway and  David Hamilton-Smith. Photo: Neil Seymour.

To the right are photos of Peter in action on his Bultaco and Greeves.
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Peter Donaldson           From the Archive
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Club Meets
Club Nights at Six Bells, Chiddingly, East Sussex     Paul Rees
These are held at 7:30pm on the first Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly, 
Sussex, BN8 6HE, telephone 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142. Food is available from 6pm. 
From May onwards we have started our evening rides out and I am hoping to be able to make one of 
these a little bit different from usual.

Club Meetings at The Vine, Essex             Rob Woodford
The Essex meet takes place at noon on the first Saturday of the month at ‘The Vine’, Vine St, Great 
Bardfield, Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR, ’phone: 01371 811822,  www.vine-greatbardfield.co.uk - all 
welcome.

Club Meetings at London Colney, Herts              Richard Tann
In conjunction with the Scott Club, The Sunbeam Club meets at The Broadlakes Social Club, Shenley 
Lane, London Colney, Herts AL2 1DG. The meetings take place at 8:00pm on the 2nd Tuesday of each 
month. For more details contact richard.tann@btinternet.com 02089 535732 All welcome.

Club Nights at West Kingsdown Village Hall, Kent    Rob Smith
These are held on the third Monday of the month from 8pm to 10:30pm at West Kingsdown Village 
Hall, London Road, West Kingsdown, Kent TN15 6BZ. (Behind The Gamecock Pub) OS grid reference 
O/S 188 574 629. Tea or coffee and biscuits provided, for more details contact George Smith on 
01474 852960 or t110george47@gmail.com 
June
Club Member David Baldock is well known for his 1897 Leon Bollée on the Pioneer Run and other 
events, often driven by daughter Kate, was originally going to bring it but the Bollée was suffering 
some mechanical ill-health so David brought along a super alternative in his 1934 White Morris Minor 
Supercharged Hill climb car and gave a talk on it. 
   The car was developed from a battle between then rivals Austin and Morris to be the first car to 
achieve 100mph from a 750cc engine. Austin were to win this race so Morris used their car in an 
advertising stunt for a £100 Morris Minor that would do 100mph and 100mpg!  Morris later sold it to 
S.U. carburettors boss Carl Skinner for his son to race. Following success with it, Skinner and Morris 
built a second car also fitted with a Zoller No. 4 Supercharger running at 25 psi into the side-valve 
engine for Carl’s daughter Barbara Skinner. This is the car now owned by David. Barbara drove the 
car successfully between 1934 - 1937, in Hill Climbs including winning the Ladies Record first time 
out at Shelsey Walsh in 1934. The car was last seen at Shelsey in 1937 but its competition career 
ended abruptly when during maintenance it was discovered the cylinder block was cracked. As it was 
a special block there was no spare so the car was mothballed and the engine removed. The engine 
has since been owned by the same family and has never been dismantled and all offers to purchase 
the engine to reunite with the car have been flatly refused. Sadly, Barbara Skinner was killed in a road 
accident early in WW2.
   Post-war the car was owned by John Bolster who fitted a Ford 10 engine. David acquired the car 
during the eighties and after numerous attempts to purchase the original engine decided to build a 
replacement using thirties Morris Minor and MG parts. David was able to find another Zoller No.4 
supercharger, but the special casting between it and the engine was proving impossible to find. 
Eventually Derek Chinn, who is well known for his Vincent powered sprinter ‘Pegasus’, using CNC 
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machining made another from a solid block of aluminium working from photographs of the casting 
still on the original engine. David has driven the car but is having problems with the head gasket failing 
despite setting the ‘blower’ to run at a much lower pressure than when it was driven in anger.
   Our thanks to David and John Potts for bringing the car and its history file. David will return with the 
Bollée at a future date once it is back to full health.
Before the talk began a minute’s silence was held in memory of Peter Donaldson and all the work he 
did for the Club over so many years.

July
Another Ray of Sunshine: The London Motorcycle Museum         Jerry Cox
It has been a little while since I did a presentation about the London Motorcycle Museum and this one 
resulted from doing some fund raising at Kempton Park last March. George Smith took my details and 
after a week or two I received a message about arranging a date. What was months away arrived on 
one of the warmest days of the year. At last I am going out on the bike with no threat of rain! Perhaps, 
at last, the honour of Rheinmeister has been passed on and I can get a bike ride done in the dry! It is 
Monday 18th July and I am on my way to West Kingsdown and the village hall to meet the guys and 
gals from the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club. 
   They are the business as they are the people who organise the Pioneer Run® from Epsom to 
Brighton. Within the club are experts on pretty much anything. Would my meagre knowledge cut the 
mustard? I had left plenty of time to get around the M25 but a Tomtom failure to recognise the 
location left me 10 miles from where I should have been with 20 minutes before the meeting started. 
Fortunately I arrived just in time loaded with laptop, back-up memory stick and lots of fliers. All turned 
out well as I set up the laptop and projector, screen arrived and within a few minutes I had launched 
into my presentation. I spoke a little about what I do for the Museum, all voluntary, representing them 
at events and shows and, when possible get out to bike clubs to promote the cause of getting people 
to visit us. The most recent thing is to try to raise funds to keep the Museum doors open for as long 
as possible. So far we are good until the New Year. On this evening I was talking about the bikes at the 
Museum and some of the historic events that influenced the types of motorcycle produced. 
   The presentation covered 1902 to 2003 starting with our 1902 Ormonde and finishing with Bruce 
Anstey’s 2003 Super sports TT winner and lots of stories around some people who influenced the 
motorcycle industry like Harry Ricardo and Granville Bradshaw. It was a very good evening with 
contributions from many people. One of the motorcycles, the 1930 OHC Triumph racer, that had 
expired at Brooklands a few weeks before was now running and I played the video of it being started. 
A couple who had visited the Museum just the day before had a treat as Frank had had a modern 
technology failure and was not able to show them the clip on his phone. What an evening as each 
person in the club had something to talk with me about even down to the former owner of the 1915 
Calthorpe that he used to ride regularly. I had a great time and I think everyone who turned up enjoyed 
it too.
   Their collection for the Museum added another £74.50 to keep us open a bit longer. I am amazed 
how generous the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club was, and more people have promised to pay us a visit 
especially on a Monday!

   
    London Motorcycle Museum Contact Details:
    Ravenor Farm, 29 Oldfield Lane South, Greenford, UB6 9LB 
    Open Saturdays, Sundays and Mondays 10am - 4:30pm 
    0208 85756644 www.london-motorcycle-museum.org
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Graham Walker Memorial Run 2016     From The Organiser Ian D McGill
A good entry of 100 produced 89 riders on the day and after a very slight sprinkle of rain from the edge 
of a passing cloud it turned out to be a super sunny day.
   The road safety run started at 1.15pm, the long route of 40 miles and the short route of 24 miles were 
enjoyed by all, with just a few breakdowns which were swiftly gathered up by Dearden Motorcycles’ van 
with their back up of a car for the riders.
   Most of the awards are voted for by the riders, just best veteran and vintage solos and three 
wheelers are judged by the Chief Marshal from Southampton & District MCC. This club also supplies 
the post and travelling marshals for which we offer sincere thanks.
   Unfortunately, Murray Walker could not join us and present the awards as usual as he was unwell, 
but we were lucky to have Russell Bowman (MD of Beaulieu Enterprises) on hand to step in and 
present the awards.
   Sincere thanks to all who helped on the day, especially the staff at the National Motor Museum, John 
Russell our Club Steward and Southampton & District MCC.

Awards as follows, with photos by John Mijatovic.
Best Veteran Solo   Glenn Williams  1914   New Hudson
Best Veteran Three Wheeler  Ian Clarke  1913   New Hudson
Best Vintage Solo   Andrew Belenkin  1928   BSA
Best Vintage Three Wheeler   Glenn Burnage  1924   Morgan
Greatest Combined Age      David Dickerson  1903   Phoenix
Most Technically Interesting  Rick Verbeeten  1938   Indian
Best Overall Runner-up  Andrew Eason  1928   Norton
Best Two-stroke Machine  Andrew Titcombe  1925   Scott
Riders Choice of Best Machine Ian Anderson  1923   BAT/Martinsyde
Best Original Machine  Andy Dean   1914   New Imperial
Best Lady Rider   Jane Jarvis  1921   Kenilworth
Best Post Vintage Machine  Chris Kinsey  1931   BSA

Out and About

A selection of machines, riders and admirers 
in the paddock at Beaulieu prior to the event.
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Graham Walker Memorial Run 2016            Photos John Mijatovic
Below: Andy Brown, 1902 1.25 hp Clement-Gerrard against a backdrop of the Isle of Wight.

Club Triumph specialist Mike Lawson and 
passenger on a 1921 550cc Triumph combination
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Garden of England Run 2016        Tony Lloyd
This year we had a few spots of rain for the Garden of England Run but not enough to dampen our 
spirits. This was the 30th running of the even and we were back at our old site at the western end of 
the airfield
   Entries before the event were encouragingly high and a flurry of entries on the day meant that nearly 
55 passed under the starter’s Union Flag. This year our starter was Her Majesty’s stunt double and 
she waved us off right royally.
   Once again our lunchtime stop was at the Lord Raglan near Staplehurst, providing a pleasant 
opportunity to socialise and swap stories about the route so far. Annie and Andy Hutchinson provided 
their usual hearty welcome.
   Jo and Julian Swift’s hard work in mapping out the route was appreciated by all. The route is natural 
with long stretches of “follow your nose”. Plenty of woodland provides welcome respite from the blazing 
sun or (heaven forbid) wind and rain. Tenterden is a bit tricky with traffic and fairly steep climbs. A 
suggested by-pass route was chosen by some and seemed to work. It has to be said that some are in 
favour of going through the town in order to show off their interesting machines.  As usual “L” “R” or 
“SO” markers were placed at each junction and very few riders went astray. Following the route was 
made easier again this year due to the presence of press-ganged marshals Colin and Brian Townsend 
to whom our heartfelt thanks are given.
   Contributions of £80 were received on the day for the tea and cakes. Receipts from late entries 
made sure that the event showed a profit for Club funds. Even so we still have to thank the many 
willing volunteers who gave freely of their efforts. 
   We are always grateful to Headcorn Aerodrome for allowing the use of their field, it really is an 
excellent venue. Jo and Julian with their daughters Nicola and Rose, Baz and Jenny Staple and Thelma 
Jones all helped in setting up the marquee and running the tea tent. Although a bit weighty and tricky 
to set up, the marquee is well worth the efforts of all concerned. We’re grateful to Thelma Jones for 
operating the signing-in desk and fielding an endless run of questions. Baz and Jenny set up the 
Club Marquee and put on a grand show of the Club’s activities. Equally onerous is de-mounting the 
marquee and the usual suspects mentioned above must be thanked for staying behind and carrying 
out that task. Believe it or not, the workers all really enjoyed the whole weekend!
   Jenny and Baz counted the votes and Bill Pile adjudged the Technical Merit winner. The prizes were 
presented by Jo and Julian’s granddaughter Tilly.
   This was my last turn as organiser after 16 years of great fun and support from everyone; notably Baz 
and Jenny, the Lingham’s, Richard Mummery, Thelma Jones, Jo and Julian Swift and all their family.
Jo and Julian are taking over from now on and I know that the future of the GofE is in safe hands.
I was most touched to receive the bottle of Scotch and card signed by all participants. Thank You All 
so much.

Awards
The Most Admired awards are decided by votes from the competitors and marshals.
Most Admired Veteran  Marcus Whatling 1914 Triumph
 Runner-Up   Chas Moody also on a 1914 Triumph 
Most Admired Vintage  Mick Adams 1929 1929 Norton CS1
 Runner-Up   Dave Comber 1921 Raleigh
Most Admired Three-Wheeler David Young 1933 Morgan
 Runner-Up   Richard Mummery 1919 Triumph sidecar
Most Admired Post Vintage  David Studd 1938 Triumph
 Runner-Up  John Hodson 1937 Coventry Eagle 
Most Technically Interesting Machine David Comber 1933 H/O Raleigh
Twitchen Cup for Furthest Travelled  Bruce Moore, 1928 Ariel, from Hadleigh, Suffolk
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Garden of England Run 2016              Pictures Julie Diplock

John Hodson is waved off by HM The Queen 
          aboard his 1937 Coventry Eagle.

Martin Staple and Marion Johnson
        1927 350cc New Hudson.
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The Conyboro Run - Some History        Baz Staple
In Sunbeam News issue 880 Geoff Morris wrote a very good and enthusiastic far reaching report on 
this year’s Conyboro Run. The original Conyborough Run, as he said was held at Conyborough Park, 
Cooksbridge, West Sussex. 
   The original run was called the Sunbeam Veteran and Vintage Rally which commenced in 1947 and 
moved venues by intention to various points in the South East, before ending up at Co-nyborough Park. 
Hence whilst the event was actually the Veteran & Vintage Rally it became known to entrants as the 
Conyborough Run.
   At the time, the club only ran one other event for old bikes, namely the Pioneer Run and the club 
loosely interpreted vintage as up to 1939. The actual run was an organised route, but prior to as-
sembly and signing on at the designated start point for the actual run, riders were encouraged to tot 
up large mileages during the same weekend, which was a common practice at the time, to gain extra 
points, being officially recorded via local establishments. One such enthusiast travelled up the newly 
opened M1 on a veteran but was stopped by the police claiming it to be a moped be-cause of its 
pedals, but a senior officer intervened pointing out it was a 500cc capable of a decent turn of speed, 
so our man continued on his merry way.
   In 1951 Sunbeam invited the newly formed VMCC to join in the frolics, and from that year onwards 
entries were open to motorcycles and cars up to 1939 until the final event in 1979.
Geoff in his article questions if anyone recalls the event at Conyborough Park, well Jenny and I do, 
although we were not then Sunbeam members. In 1975 we used the 1934 Mark 1 KSS Velocette, 
and in 1977 our 1932 J2 MG. Unfortunately this event died, only to be resurrected in 1993 by Ian 
and Barbara McGill, based upon the Six Bells, Chiddingly under the title of “The New Conyboro Run”. 
Initially the event was for motorcycles only up to 1930, although one year car entries were invited as 
an experiment but this was not successful.
   The event has had a long and changing history but the club can rejoice that it not only continues but 
is enjoyed by riders and enthusiasts in a lovely part of the country.

Beeston Tricycles - Marque Specialist     Richard Woodcock
I am the recently appointed SMCC Marque Specialist for Beeston Tricycles. I am seeking to establish 
the details of all Beeston Tricycles known to survive and I should like to share the knowledge which I 
have collated with other members and fellow researchers. I can be contacted by email rich.woodcock@
gmail.com 
   It can be argued that the Beeston Tricycle is perhaps the most influential British Marque appertaining 
to the vintage motorcycle movement. In the Veteran Car Club ‘Emancipation’ Centenary Rally held in 
1996 a Beeston Tricycle owned and ridden by the late Eric Sharman registration number CML 267 
was described as “The oldest running motorcycle in the World” - quite a claim! The machine was 
especially invited to take part in the event as all period advertising for the Marque in 1896 lauded the 
magnificent achievements of The Beeston Tricycle in the original “Emancipation Run”. Paradoxically, 
extensive research by Eric Sharman himself suggested that the whole publicity campaign had been 
likely to be a charade by Harry Lawson, the ’Father of the British Motoring Industry’ and that no 
Beeston Tricycle was in fact produced until 1897.
Harry Lawson was without doubt one of the Motoring Pioneers of his day and responsible for 
establishing the following companies:-

Great Horseless Carriage Company – Drapers Field, Coventry 1896-1898
Daimler Motor Company – Drapers Field, Coventry 1896 
Pennington – Drapers Field, Coventry 1896 
New Beeston Motor Company – Quinton Rd, Coventry 1897
Beeston Motor Cycles – Quinton Rd, Coventry 1898
Motor Manufacturing Company (MMC) – Drapers Field, Coventry 1898
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Beeston Tricycles - Marque Specialist        Continued 

It should be remembered that solo two-wheel motorcycles were very rare in production during the 
1890s and not considered to be viable, the ‘Tricycles’ being still referred to as ‘Motorcycles’ and 
considered the more economical and practical option to the Motorcar.
   Harry Lawson, recognising that the Continental manufacturers of the day were gaining advantage in 
the motoring boom due to the less punitive legislation in Europe, negotiated a contract to manufacture 
essentially licensed copies of the already popular French De Dion Tricycle engines. In actual fact 
Lawson is thought to have made less that 100 units when he reneged on the deal and set up business 
making the similar product under his own manufacturing name of ‘New Beeston’. The consequence 
of this action results in Beeston Tricycles being manufactured powered by engines with either blank 
crank cases, cases embossed ‘New Beeston Motor Co’ or embossed ‘Beeston Motor Co’. The factory 
used to manufacture the tricycles was established in Quinton Rd, Coventry, in 1897, though similar 
MMC Tricycles were also manufactured by Lawson at ‘The Motor Mills Works’ in Drapers Field, Sandy 
Lane, Coventry and there are examples of Beeston Tricycles powered by engines from the sister 
company MMC.
   Beeston/Humber Tricycles were also built at this time in Beeston Nottingham, but with little 
association with the Coventry Beeston enterprise. Beeston Coventry also advertised a ‘Ladies open 
frame Tricycle’, a ‘Beeston Quadricycle’ four-wheeler version and also an experimental two wheeler 
motorcycle which failed to go into production. I have copies of the Beeston sales catalogues for 1898 
and 1899
   As a former Tool Maker/Engineer, I have been renovating an 1898 Beeston Tricycle for the past 
few years and gradually built up a wealth of knowledge and information referring to the marque. My 
research suggests that there are only six Beeston Tricycles known to survive, none of which are in 
roadworthy condition. These are the six:-

1897 New Beeston Tricycle registration number CML 267 currently in private ownership in 
storage in a dilapidated and incomplete condition. 
1897 New Beeston Tricycle registration number unknown, currently in private ownership, 
dismantled for restoration.
1898 Beeston Tricycle (incorrectly badged as a Humber Tricycle), registration number unknown, 
displayed in fully restored condition in The National Motorcycle Museum, Birmingham.
1898 Beeston Tricycle registration number AD 8345, currently in private ownership and 
undergoing restoration. Fitted with an engine by MMC.
1898 Beeston Tricycle in original and complete condition in the Franschhoek Motor Museum, 
South Africa, again fitted with an engine by MMC.
1899 Beeston Tricycle, previously registration number CJ 11 (now sold on), displayed in 
reasonable original complete condition in Riverside Museum, Glasgow’s transport museum.

A further incomplete 1899 Beeston Quadricycle is believed to exist in Holland, details unknown.

The references which I have used include:
Coventry Motor Museum
National Motorcycle Museum, Birmingham
Franschhoek Motor Museum, South Africa
Riverside Museum, Glasgow’s Transport Museum
National Motor Museum, Beauleiu
Various Internet based sources and Web sites plus books, catalogues and journals of the period.
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Obscure Makes: Marshall-Lily               John Hodson
In about 1870 Richard Marshall senior left the Derbyshire village of 
Heage and settled in the small town of Clay Cross, also in Derbyshire. Not 
only did Richard change where he lived but he also changed occupation 
from coal miner to watch maker. Richard obtained a velocipede or 
bone-shaker; he passed this interest in early bicycles on to his son, also 
called Richard, who went into business as bicycle maker/repairer in Clay 
Cross whilst his father and brothers were in the watch making business. 
However, Richard senior maintained and developed his interest in 
bicycles and motor cycles.
   At some time before 1912 Richard Marshall senior turned his hand to 
producing a motor cycle. In 1912 Miss Emma Marshall of Clay Cross, a 
member of the North Derbyshire Motor Cycle Club, rode a bike fitted with 
a 2½ HP Minerva engine. The bike was built by her father, who at the 
time was over seventy years of age and “has never had an hour’s tuition 
in motor mechanics”. It is likely that Mr Marshall, in common with many 

others with an interest in engineering, bought in components for motor cycle assembly from the many 
suppliers in business at the time. 
   Not much is known about the motor cycles they made in terms of numbers produced or the 
specifications. The only Marshall-Lily (as they were called) known to survive is a 1913 3½ HP model 
powered by a TDC (TD Cross) engine with belt drive via a Brampton variable pulley gear. Hand-pumped 
total loss lubrication, Bosch magneto, Brown and Barlow carburetter, stirrup front brakes, belt rim 
foot operated rear brake, leather saddle and leather tool bags. Pedals were also provided and these 
would have helped with progress up the many Derbyshire hills. The bike was mainly finished in black 
enamel with a grey and red petrol tank. The tank bears the name H Marshall and Sons, High Street, 
Clay Cross, Derbyshire. Humphrey Marshall was Richard senior’s father. This bike is now based in 
Holland but is ridden in events in this country.
 

The 1913 3½HP Marshall-Lily with TD Cross engine,     
     pictured after the 2016 SMCC Pioneer Run
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Obscure Makes: Marshall-Lily           Continued
   The name Lily for the motor cycle causes me some confusion. Lily has been attributed to Richard’s 
mother, but Richard junior’s mother’s name was Ann and Richard senior’s mother’s name was 
Elizabeth! It could be that the bike was named after Lillian, Humphrey Marshall’s granddaughter who 
was aged 10 in 1911.
Over the years Marshall’s sold watches and clocks, bicycles, radios and televisions, they also charged 
up radio batteries in the early days of radio. A shop bearing the name Marshall is still in business, now 
selling electrical appliances and on the same site as the original motorcycle workshop.
   Richard Marshall senior was not the only Clay Cross inhabitant to leave coal mining. In his case it was 
because of the long hours worked and that in the winter months he only saw daylight on Sundays. The 
dangers associated with working down the pit must also have contributed to his decision.
   Another Clay Cross resident to give up coal mining was Frank Kenning. Frank found himself trapped 
underground and vowed that if he got out alive he would never go down the pit again. Frank survived 
and started hawking paraffin; later his son George helped him sell a range of domestic items door to 
door and on Chesterfield market. They also hired out bicycles for commercial travellers, so perhaps they 
were in competition with the Marshalls. Richard Marshall’s cycle shop and Kenning’s confectionary 
and tea shop were next to each other on the High Street. After the death of his father, George took 
control of the company and in 1910 he became a distributor for Royal Enfield motor cycles. This was 
followed by an agency for Ford and distributorships with Morris and Austin. When Sir George, as he 
became, died in 1956 he had succeeded in establishing one of the largest motoring organisations in 
the UK with a staff of over 2,000 and a turnover of £20 million. 

Sources of Information
Census Returns 1841 to1911.
The Sheffield Star ~1916.
Clay Cross in Old Post Cards.
The Archive Photography Series, Clay Cross Community and Company.
The MotorCycle December 1912.
Ben Weiringa, Personal Communication, February 2016.
I am grateful to the staff of Clay Cross Library for help received.

Snippets from a 1934 Club News Sheet       Supplied by Roy Plummer
SUNBEAM DANCE 1934
In the Streatham Park Hotel, we have found a splendid venue for dances: we are planning one for 10th 
October – a Wednesday. Tickets will be free for members and 2/6 for guests, and we are hoping for a 
first-class turnout. Barry James and his band will provide the music.
   There is plenty of parking space (no lights needed) next to the Hotel; the entrance to the ballroom 
is in Thrale Road, just off Mitcham Lane. Refreshments — sandwiches, etc., will be available at very 
reasonable prices, while an extension is being applied for.
   The time is 8.30 till 12.30; evening dress should be worn, but is not essential.

CARSHALTON INVITATION
On the 23rd October, we have the Carshalton Club’s Pillion Trial; our ‘scouts’ have tracked their venue 
to the Ashdown Forest neighbour-hood; if the weather be wet, the course will be rather a ‘bar steward’. 
Anyone desiring a ‘boy friend’ as a passenger, should drop Pin a line; he has some ‘highly respectable 
lads’ on his books. 
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A Grand Day Out           Richard Rosenthal
Racing at the Brooklands track, on the IoM during the annual TT events and along the seafronts of 
Britain sired miles and miles of journalistic copy in the pre WW1 days. Likewise, reliability trials, hill 
climbs and even gymkhanas. But local club life and non-sporting activities were usually overlooked. 
Occasionally in period a club night would earn a column inch or two in the weeklies if the guest 
speaker was Charlie Collier (Matchless), Jack Marshall (Triumph) etc. fresh from their Island exploits or 
perhaps Tom Silver (Quadrant), Syd Tessier (Bat), Muriel Hind (Rex) et al after another successful ACU 
or London-Edinburgh trial. However regular club nights, annual dinners and social runs were almost to 
a press man or women ignored. We in the modern ‘classic’ press, to our shame, unfortunately follow 
suit.
   Arguably until 1900 there were no active motorcycle clubs and other than a large handful of machines 
aided and abetted by a larger bunch of tricycles there were few such vehicles on the roads. And those 
that were in use were mostly the playthings of the wealthy or the pride and joy of the occasional 
forward thinking enthusiast. Thanks to pioneering work by Georges Bouton of De Dion Bouton and 
those who followed his example, lighter and smaller, relatively high revving engines were becoming 
available to would be motorcycle and tricycle makers by the close of the Victorian Days.
At the same time enthusiasts started considering club life in the fashion of the great cycling clubs of 
the 1880s and 1890s. While many had a sporting intent others catered for touring cyclists. Until 1901 
the odd motorcyclist who wanted to join a club might be welcomed at his local car club, or possibly not, 
and likewise with cycling clubs. From 1899/1900 motorcycle and tricycle enthusiasts began writing 
letters to the motoring press - there was no dedicated motorcycle press at this time and wouldn’t be 
until 1902 - initially in an effort to make contact with likeminded souls. And in the way motorcycle 
development started to take off from 1900 so did the need for club meetings and gatherings. One 
can imagine an evening’s conversation stretching from hot tube ignition versus the trembler coil to 
the dangers of surface carburettors and the vindictive ways of the local beak (magistrate) who’d 
just sentenced a fellow rider for scaring horses or exceeding the 12mph speed limit on his infernal 
motorised cycle.
   Amongst the first formed was the MCC (The Motor Cycling Club), who’s constitution and aims proved 
an ideal model for the plethora of both motorcycling and automobile clubs with a real enthusiasm 
for motorcycling which followed. After many exchanges of published letters and odd conversation 
between individuals Mr T Underwood, through the motoring press, called a meeting scheduled during 
October 1901 at the smart London dining house Frascati’s Restaurant. Thirty enthusiasts arrived to 
unanimously agree to form a motorcycle club for the very good reason none of them knew of another 
appropriate club. In fact, other small groups were forming too, but the official founding of the MCC led 
the way in terms or organisation, structure and aims.
   While the intent of the MCC soon became of a sporting nature, touring wasn’t forgotten and many 
other newly formed clubs were weighted in favour of the touring motorcyclist and tricyclist even if they 
were considering sporting events too. The highlights of the club year for the touring rider included 
planned jaunts to the coast, local cities or landmarks and thence back to base often stopping off for 
tea and cakes on the lawns of large homes provided by motorcycling sympathetic local landed gentry, 
factory owners or better off doctors. While to some this may seem tame it’s worth remembering there 
were no petrol stations; instead fuel (motor spirit) was purchased from the local chemist or motor 
engineer who opened specially on Sunday for the event. Many machines were of an experimental 
rather than production nature and there was no such thing as a backup trailer.
   The first of the accompanying photographs dating from 1907 depicts members of the Hull ACC 
readying for a club run from Kingston Upon Hull to Spurn Point in the East Riding of Yorkshire. Today 
motor vehicles aren’t permitted on the stretch down to the tip of Spurn Point, but one assumes in the 
mid Edwardian Days no-one considered a few softly puttering motorcycles and tricycles a hazard to the 
migratory birds who congregated there (and still do). The clearly displayed registration marks 
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indicate all bar one of the motorcycles and three-wheelers were registered in Hull (AT), Grimsby (EE) or 
the East Riding of Yorkshire (BT), but one hails from County Cavan (ID) Ireland. How that three-wheeler 
ended up on a 30-mile round trip touring run from Hull is a thought for you to conjure with.

   The second image is supplied by Derek Upton, a friend from New Zealand, and is believed to date 
from the 1904/5 period. No registration numbers to help identify the location, but it does inform us 
that identical touring activities took place ‘down under’ too. 

   With the help of friends, we could identify, or at least have a stab at identifying the machines 
depicted in both photographs, but we won’t! An enjoyable task for you for a coming winter night or two 
accompanied by a magnifying glass and a small stack of reference books, your confuser (computer) 
and a cup, mug or tankard of your favoured beverage. 
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ASI Motoshow            Tony Page
May 2016, Varano de ‘Melegari circuit (Parma)
This year’s ASI Motoshow is their fifteenth. This excellent track-orientated historical motorcycle event 
takes place at the Varano de ‘Melegari racetrack near Parma, Italy every year in May. It offers free entry 
to the public who throng through the gate in huge numbers, around 10,000 over the long weekend, 
to embrace a hands-on, living, moving museum of motorcycles. In attendance are forerunners from 
the late 1890s through to the serious racing machinery of the 1980s and 1990s, examples of just 
about all road and track machinery can be found. With over 450 track participants, all strutting their 
stuff on the excellent circuit, there is something to see, listen to or smell, or of course all three, every 
minute from when the gates open to when you reluctantly leave. There are literally thousands of bikes 
on display in the paddock, and everyone present is an enthusiast.
   Organised annually by the ASI, Automotoclub Storico Italiano (Italian Historic Vehicle Club) an 
official non-profit organisation formed in 1966 and based in Turin, 2016 is their 50th anniversary. A 
federation of some 263 clubs, the ASI brings together over 200,000 enthusiasts of historic vehicles 
and is the accepted institution of historic Italian motorsport.
   But what of the event? Brilliantly organised and immense fun for participants and spectators alike, 
the event centres around race machinery but with a great many street bikes out on the track too. 
Friday afternoon sees ‘practice’, a blatant excuse for track time if ever I saw it, and on Saturday from 
9am through to 5.30pm there are track sessions catering for all types of machine. Each session has 
39 participants and lasts ten minutes and, by and large, comprises compatible motorcycles although 
I was surprised to see sidecar outfits jostling for space with far-quicker solos! The lunch break on 
Saturday saw a track demonstration display of 125cc racers. Sunday again starts at 9am and mid-
morning there was a track display of ‘bikes in films’ with three little Moto Guzzis abreast pulling a 
huge Ben Hur chariot, a Roman Holiday scooter, an Indiana Jones sidecar outfit with dead ringers for 
the film’s stars, and other increasingly bizarre examples. The crowd loved it. The day ended with The 
Parade of Champions and amongst the champions this year were Freddie Spencer, Kork Ballington, 
Jim Redman, Czech Peter Balaz, Giofranco Bonera, Steve Griffith, Venezuelan Carlos Lavado, Roberto 
Gallina to name but a few. 
   For me though, the real stars were the bikes themselves; from all the major and indeed many of the 
minor manufacturers this was the opportunity for long-gone marques to relive their finest hours. With 
lines of Vintage and indeed Veteran machines from a wealth of European manufactures taking up 
all available space, even as a static display this event would have been well worth attending but it is 
definitely not a static show. The track is where the real action was and there is something immensely 
satisfying about watching riders of varying abilities pilot their pride and joys around a demanding 
circuit whilst wearing the biggest of grins if not always the most suitable riding gear… 
With super slick on/off track controls, it was indeed non-stop action all day. But whether time was 
spent watching the track sessions from the stands, or walking around the paddock area amongst the 
bikes, the days passed too quickly and suddenly it was all over for another year. 
   The bit that hit the spot and made the hairs on my arm stand up was without doubt watching a 
friend of mine, Michael Kamper from Germany, ride Ernst Hegeler’s genuine Vincent Series ‘B’ Black 
Lightning round and round and round. For Michael, all his Christmases came at once. Lucky man 
indeed. And he knew it. 
   If you are thinking about a trip to Italy next year, make it in May. Visit www.asifed.it or email 
info@asifed.it for further details of this most excellent event. 
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ASI Motoshow       Photos by Tony Page

Above: a 1927 Motosacoche 500SS in action on the track, while below a 175cc Della Ferrera 
awaits its turn.
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My First Vintage Bike - Part Three         Rick Parkington
Last time I mentioned how my BSA-Blackburne Special took me all the way up to Glamis Castle Show 
where my mate put a deposit on superbly original BSA L25. Well, eventually I went north in my Morris 
pickup and collected it. It was a truly beautiful thing, completely original bar a tank repaint from many 
moons ago. The story was that it had come from a farm near Aberdeen where it was found suspended 
from the rafters of a dry barn. It had been taxed in the War to obtain petrol coupons but otherwise 
unused since. It ran beautifully and felt so together compared to my old shonk. Funny how different a 
low mileage old bike feels to any other, restored ones included.
   Andy was able to reclaim the original Aberdeen registration and the bike was soon on the road. 
We took both bikes to the local vehicle rally at Dalmeny House just outside Edinburgh, a camping 
weekend in the grounds of this fine establishment on the shore of the Forth estuary. I packed my 
HMV 101 portable and some78s and a jolly time was envisaged. Unfortunately, acting the goat on 
the Blackburne with a bit of rough riding before the run, my (severely pitted) front fork spring broke, 
collapsing the front end. Luckily the run wasn’t for an hour or so, so I borrowed a mate’s bike and rode 
the couple of miles home to collect a new-old-stock fork spring I had in the loft. With the bike repaired 
I made the start of the run. Andy and I were playing up to the vintage thing wearing tweeds despite 
the heat of the day and he had a deerstalker helmet to complete the ensemble. I got involved in a 
bit of a race with a PA MG in which the BSA Blackburne fared pretty well overall but then a bit later, 
having failed to follow the route correctly and got hopelessly lost on a particularly deserted lane, the 
Blackburne chuffed to a halt. Kicking over quickly revealed the problem. The head had come off the 
exhaust valve, my fault for running the tappet a bit loose. Annoyingly I had a spare valve in one of those 
little wooden holders like a door handle, supplied by BSA as part of the toolkit. I’d even thought about 
bringing it to show people but decided it was wasting tool space. Hmmm. There was no fixing this and 
it turned out neither of us had a tow rope.
   But I did have an 18” lock and chain. We decided that if I locked the chain to the back of Andy’s 
carrier and I leaned as far forward over the bars as I could, by inserting a screwdriver through the 
end link of the chain I could hold on with my front wheel just clear of his back wheel. We tried and 
it worked. Andy’s L25 grumbled a bit at the load but once rolling settled to a traction engine beat of 
about twenty miles per hour. Nearing a village, a car passed us and I noted with horror the white shirt 
and black shoulder flashes of the driver. A hand emerged and indicated we pull over. I complied trying 
to look as much in control as possible. The police officer walked slowly toward us. “This is a bit stupid 
is it no, lads?”  “Well it’s not ideal…” conceded Andy. We told him we were trying to get back to the rally 
site not far away. “Aye…” he said, “Well push it through the village and mind I don’t see you again.” 
Lucky, but I bet he dined out on the tale of these two English twits in tweed for some time after…
I started pushing, rather regretting my choice of attire but before long a van pulled up and gave me a 
lift back to base. Then it was just a matter of borrowing the other bike again, ride back home, fetch the 
spare valve and fit it. The postwar riders were all marvelling that two fairly major breakdowns could be 
fixed so easily on a 1920s bike. 
   In 1995 I took the BSA to the Festival of 1000 Bikes at Brands and was delighted to hear that a 
well-known figure in the vintage world had been very interested in my special and when told I had built 
it replied, “Oh no, this was clearly assembled before the war.” Out of interest, I brought my bikes down 
south in a van but my friend Derek with the tatty M20 that had shellacked its mag on our trip up to 
Glamis Castle did it properly and rode the old side valve all the way from Edinburgh to Kent and back, 
what a star!
   A couple of years later I vanned the Blackburne down for the West Kent Run, which was a very 
enjoyable weekend, topped off by my tatty old flat-tanker beating 1960s trail bikes to win the 
gymkhana, much to everybody’s amusement.
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   But I had always dreamed of owning an OHV Model L, or preferably a Rex Acme with an OHV Blackburne 
engine. One day, I learned of a completely untouched 1925 OHV BSA in perfect condition, as good as 
Andy’s side valve, and I had to buy it. Like buses, typically the Rex Acme turned up soon after. This 
was getting silly. When Andy offered me his Norvin at a good price it was the chance of a lifetime and 

I decided to sell both 
of the BSAs to buy 
it, but first I fitted a 
proper BSA engine 
to the Blackburne 
Special. I had found 
the bike in the BSA 
records at the VMCC, 
where I learned first 
that it was actually 
a 1926 model that 
had acquired a 1924 
front fork, presumably 
for the same reason 
that the frame wasn’t 
exactly straight - as an 
American friend put 
it after riding behind 
me, “It looks like a 
dawg runnin’ down 
the road.” Secondly I 
now knew the original 
engine number and 
was amazed to find 
that an engine I’d 
bought at an Aberdeen 
autojumble had an 
engine number only 
a couple of hundred 
different. 
   So I sold the bike 
as a BSA and the 
Blackburne Special 
is no more; although 
I do still have the 
engine, and a frame 
and a gearbox and 
so I suppose I could… 
Hmmm, I dunno, it 
took me 12 years to 

build the first one but only cost about £500 in all. I’d do it much quicker now but I’m busy enough 
already and it would cost a lot more to do now. Besides I now have a 1928 OHV 350 that is in every 
way a better machine but you know, I doubt I’ll ever have as much fun and come away with as many 
stories as I did with the BSA-Blackburne.
Visit Rick’s excellent blog at www.rickparkington.co.uk

Rick Enjoying the West Kent Run aboard the BSA-Blackburne
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My Pioneer Runs®             Joe Rush
Back in 1980 I decided I would like a Pioneer bike so that I could take part in the Pioneer Run.
   My wife and I came back from holiday a day early to enable me to attend an auction at Shepton 
Mallet, then run by Palmer Snell. My wife is not a motorcyclist and I was desperate to receive the 
catalogue before I went on holiday. My father-in-law jokingly suggested to my wife that when it arrived 
she should hide it! However, the catalogue did arrive and I went to the auction.
   The bike I was after was a 269cc Sun Villiers direct drive. I purchased it and brought it home and 
entered into the 1984 run. A friend of mine took it in his pickup and much to my surprise it performed 
well. I did the run several more time on the Sun, and since then my daughter has completed the run 
four times on the same machine.
   As I am not a little bloke, being approximately 15 stone, I saw a 500cc Sun Precision with a three-
speed Sturmey Archer hub gear in Suffolk, which I purchased. I did several more Pioneer Runs on 
that bike, however on the Sunbeam’s 70th Pioneer Run I had a blow-out on the front tyre going down 
Reigate Hill and almost needed a change of underclothes!
   Although not a motorcyclist, my wife takes an interest and whilst I was looking for a sidecar for the 
Sun Precision I came across an AC Sociable. So the Sun had to go and the AC took over and I was able 
to take my wife to Brighton in some comfort.
   Regrettably, my job took its toll on my legs and I needed a new knee some 16 years ago. This limited 
me to kicking over the bikes with my left leg and so I purchased a 190cc OK Junior which I could 
paddle off. This was fine, and I completed the Run several times on it. I then saw a 300cc OK Precision 
paddle-off job, and so I did the run this year on that. As it was fitted with a larger engine it required 
more paddling and as I had a second knee replacement 18 months ago it was really hard work when 
it stalled at the bottom of hills. 
   We still have the Sun Villiers, which at one time belonged to the Mayor of Windsor. The AC has long 
gone, but we also still have both OKs. In total, I have done the Run 24 times on various bikes, I could 
ride a bigger bike with a clutch but I cannot kick them now. Still never mind, I have had a wonderful 
time!

Club Stand at The West Kent Run        Photo Les Wilson
Some Royal Enfield OC members try out one of our machines for size!
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Wanted 
Saxon girder forks wanted to fit 1921 New 
Imperial or any parts in any condition. Please 
contact Geoff 01386 422129 or email 
geoffwood7@gmail.com  anytime (Worcs) (08/16)

 Veteran with clutch for next years Pioneer Run 
Andy Tyldesley. Tel 01257 271005 or email 
andrew185@btinternet.com (Lancs) (08/16)

Zenith frame wanted, mid 1920’s cradle frame 
for 250/350cc engine. Please phone Graham 
Gasson on 01737 824256 daytime. or email 
Graham.Gasson@campdenbri.co.uk (Gatwick 
area) (08/16)

Wanted for a Douglas 2 ¾HP  1913/22: good 
usable rear cylinder and piston. Please contact 
Bill Gocher on 01227 722569, evenings best. 
(Kent) (06/16) 

One-day trip knob for a Cowey speedo. A number 
32 Lucas carbide generator in good working 
order. Claudel Hobson Carburettor updraft 
flange, to fit ¾” choke. Richard Mummery 01227 
751751 email sheila.mummery@sky.com (Kent) 
(06/16)

NEW IMPERIAL F11 500cc engine (or at least 
a head and barrel) wanted. 85mm bore OHV 
engine for 1932-1935 Blue Prince model. Have 
a look under your workbench just in case you 
have one tucked away - we all know how you just 
dump useful stuff like this under there and then 
forget about it! Have a look down the back of the 
sofa as well? Would probably also be interested 
in the rest of the bike if you have it. Please call 
Andy Dean on 0118 9772178 or email  
andy@keephatch.net. (06/16)

1924/25 Coventry Eagle Flying Eight petrol 
tank and mudguards, or even patterns to assist 
with project restoration. JAP KTOR OHV V-Twin 
engine casings from 1924/25 also wanted for 
the same project restoration. Email Zach Sagurs  
at zjsagurs@ibl.bm with details and contact 
number to call at suitable time to discuss further. 
(04/16)

Any flat tank motorcycle 350cc to 500cc  
in running order with the correct paperwork. 
Richard 01282 612315 or 07772 307633 
(Lancs) (06/16) 

Beaded edge tyres: 650 x 65 (26 x 2½” Old 
Standard) tyres for my 1911 Scott. John Kidd 
johndkidd@btinternet.com  (04/16)

Help please with a B.S.A. H29 550cc sidevalve 
sloper. Has anyone got information about tappet 
clearances, timing, how to set the engine oil flow 
regulator plus any technical details torques etc. 
Also a pushrod cover. Any information would be 
gratefully received. Andy Reid 07884 268649 or 
andeoldbikes@hotmail.com (Essex ) (04/16)

1911 Zenith Gradua: wanted various parts and 
information, see article in Club News June/July 
issue . Andrew Leslie 07599 291787 or email  
ajdleslie@gmail.com (Northants) (04/16)

For a 1923 Triumph 2½ HP Junior (‘Baby’): 
Lucas magdynette; Lucas headlamp type MB31; 
13-tooth mag sprocket (self-pull); any engine, 
gearbox and clutch parts.  For a Triumph 
model H: advance-retard lever. All required for 
the restoration of my machines. Please contact 
Neil Styles on 07516 036539 (evenings) 
(WORCS) (02/16)

Petrol / Oil tank for a 200cc 1910 Humber. 
These were made from 1910 – 1914 and appear 
to be identical during this period. Ideally to buy, 
but of not, permission to take measurements 
and details to make a copy. Peter Ashlee 01732 
469919 peterashlee@hotmail.com (Kent) (02/16)

Pioneer Run Programmes. My veteran first 
took part in the Pioneer Run in 1952. As part 
of the machine history pack I have managed 
to collect Pioneer Run programmes from that 
date to the present with the exception of five 
issues only. Can anyone please help me with the 
programmes for 1954, 1958, 1959, 1967 and 
1981. Chris 020 8309 0871. or email  
chrisjwright@btinternet.com (02/16)

               

Members Advertisements
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Policies from

£76**

****

Classic insurance 
redefi ned.

0333 207 6064
or visit footmanjames.co.uk

Classic Car | Classic Bike | Modern Car | Modern Bike | Kit Car | Collectors | Classic Motor Trade | Household

*All cover is subject to insurers terms and conditions, which is available upon request. **1954 NortonES2. Value: £4500. Main policy only and does not include any FJ+ cover 
options. All premiums assume it is not the main vehicle and includes Insurance Premium Tax. Male rider aged over 25 years old, 2000 annual limited mileage, and full clean 
driving licence with no claims or convictions. Member of associated club. Postcode OX10, vehicle garaged with no modifi cations. Includes a £10 arrangement fee.
Footman James is a trading name of Towergate Underwriting Group Limited. Registered in England No. 4043759. Registered Address: Towergate House, Eclipse Park, Sittingbourne Road, 
Maidstone, Kent ME14 3EN. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Telephone calls may be recorded. ADCB204.11.14

Tailor your classic bike insurance policy 
to suit your needs. 
To discover the Footman James difference, call our 
friendly UK team for a quote today.

Salvage retention

Ride to work

Track day cover

Wedding hire cover

and many more

Agreed value

Shows and events

Helmets & leathers (up to a limit of £750)

European motoring (up to 35 days per trip)

Riding other classics

Breakdown with options to include 
European cover and Homestart

Specialist rates for club members

Classic benefi ts 
included*:

Cover options*:

Part of the Towergate Group
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For Sale
Sunbeam model 6 long stroke 1925 500cc. 
Owned by one family since 1946. A very nice 
machine to ride and used for many years in 
the  Welsh Week. Sadly the bike must be sold 
as the owner can no longer ride, I am selling 
this machine on behalf of the owner. Please 
call for further information. £9000 call Colin 
colinandpip@waitrose.com 01761 241516 
(08/16)

Three SMCC Vehicle Badges. Two are the older, 
large type (4.5” x 3”), one is the (3” x 1¾”) size 
we now sell. All previously fitted to machines 
and in ‘used’ condition. The larger pair would 
each look superb on an unrestored/much used 
machine. £5 each for the larger pair, £3 for the 
smaller badge. Monies to Club Funds, Rob Smith, 
Regalia Officer (details inside front cover) (08/16)

WHITE & POPPE. 1905 single speed, 427cc. 
Two owners the last 65 years. Goes up all the 
hills on the Pioneer Run, third to arrive at the 
2016 event. Good reliable machine. Well known 
and quite a quick early veteran with history back 
to 1907. With spares £25,000 or could P/X 
Thruxton Velo, old Harley? Alex Taylor 01235 
553574 , email alex.taylor574@btinternet.com 
(Oxfordshire) (08/16) 

Club Regalia always available from the Regalia 
Officer. Visit www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk for detais 
or contact Rob Smith, Regalia Officer (details 
inside front cover) (08/16)

Ifor Williams closed trailer, 2-3 bike. Good 
condition including tyres.  Fully secure and 
lockable with integral loading ramp. £1500  Baz 
Staple  01892 535671 (Kent). (06/16) 

     

Single bike trailer complete with spare 8” 
wheel. Made by Indespension with additional 
framework. No trailer board. £50 no offers 
Contact Ian 07766 395349 (Kent) (06/16)

Triumph 3½ HP veteran from 1912 with Hub 
clutch in very good condition. Being an older 
restoration looks matured. Rear hub overhauled 
with new clutch plates and bearings. Entered 10 
Pioneer runs and every time it has been reliable.  
I can help with delivery and demonstrate 
how it all works. £13,500 ono. Call John on 
07796130766 / 01279 813133 (Essex) (04/16)

Four ‘New old stock’ valves allegedly from a 
vintage Triumph. I don’t know if they are inlets 
or exhausts. These are the dimensions: - Head 
diameter: 1 1/16th” with screwdriver slot. Stem 
diameter: 0.284”. Length: 3.25”. Seat angle 45 
Degrees. Seat width: 3/8th”. Spring retainer 
pin hole: 7/64” 0.25” below top. There is a fifth 
valve with a part threaded pin hole. If interested 
I can e-mail photographs.  Offers invited. Derek 
Marrable. 01689 824464 or email    
Derek_marrable@yahoo.co.uk (Kent) (04/16)

1936 350cc Royal Enfield. With stainless steel 
rims and spokes, ethanol proof lined tank and 
new Wassell concentric carb. Good all round 
condition £4750. Call for more details George 
01732 841268 (Kent) (04/16)

Milford Empress sidecar chassis (1915-1922), 
wheel missing, in need of restoration, photos 
available, £250.  Skulgarde Helmet, size c7½ 
green/black check, £65.  Dave Pittuck email 
dpittuck@hotmail.com 01403 700658, (West 
Sussex). (04/16)

Members Advertisements

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat 
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements. 

Please include your membership number with your advertisement and 
note that free advertising does not included business advertising.

Do mention where you saw the advert when contacting advertisers.
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Trials Report        Neil Sinclair 
By the time you read this the two day Gingerbeards and Greybeards trials will have taken place in 
Horsmonden. You will have read elsewhere in this edition the warm words of affection regarding the 

passing of Peter Donaldson. Peter was a trials man through and through. He was never happy sitting 

down on a bike. He’d prefer standing up and tackling sections. Peter will be sorely missed in the trials 

fraternity.

   Looking ahead and the Hookwood Trials Club will be running the Southern Experts Trial in December 

with the venue to be confirmed. More information on this event in our next newsletter. Hookwood still 

give Sunbeam a prominent mention in the programme which is kind of them, given that they have now 

taken ownership of the event.

   Looking further ahead the club will be organising a round of the South Eastern Centre Star Group 

championship on the 12th February 2017 at Bagshot in Surrey. This event “The Gordon Jackson Trial” 

has been a key event in our calendar.

   There were several Sunbeamers at a recent Twinshock and pre-65 trial at Butser held on the 7th 

August, was good to see some old machinery being used to good effect!

Pictured below are Joan Westbrook and Neil Sinclair pictured at Hungry Hill at a recent 
trials event.
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First Classic Trial        Photos by Peter Donaldson 
As we all know, Peter was a great contributor to the Club News, and together with his daughter 
Margaret were a mainstay of the magazine. A true enthusiast, Peter sent me the photos below shortly 
before his death, showing his beloved his 1961 Trials Greeves ridden by its new owner, Andrew Leslie . 
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Club Natter and Lunch Meeting at The Vine
Noon First Saturday of the Month

Come along - all welcome, by any mode of transport, particularly with pre-40 machines of 
any make. Meet up with other Sunbeam Club members, the Rudge Enthusiasts Club and the 
Marston Sunbeam Club & Register at The Vine, Great Bardfield, Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR

 All welcome For more details contact: 
Rob Woodford robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk     07847 098597

Romney Marsh Run
25th September

The Star Inn, St Mary-in-the-Marsh, KENT TN29 0BX
A run for veteran (pre 1915) or flat-tank machines built prior to 1931. 
Starting and finishing at the Star Inn, St Mary in the Marsh in Kent. 

Ploughmans and hot lunches at the Inn can be pre-booked when entering 
for the event. Entry forms are available from  

www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk  
or direct from the organiser,

Contact Julie Diplock   sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk  01797 344277

        

 

ELK Promotions, PO Box 85, New Romney, Kent TN28 9BE 
01797 344277    www.elk-promotions.co.uk 

 
     
 
 

 
 

 

South of England Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex RH17 6TL 
Free entry for pre-Booked exhibitors: Book Now at www.elk-promotions.co.uk 

 
 

Classic Motorcycle-Only Events for 2016 

South of England Classic Show  
& Bikejumble  

Sunday 23rd October 
               Guest of Honour: Jim Redman MBE  
          Six Times World & Six Times TT Champion 

Romney Marsh Classic Bikejumble  
     10am Sunday 18th Sept 
       With 1pm Spares Auction 

                    at Hamstreet, Nr Ashford, Kent TN26 2JD      
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CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR 2016
Date Event Venue Contact

7:30pm 1st 
September

Club Night Six Bells, Chiddingly 
East Sussex BN8 6HE

Paul Rees     
01323 844766
paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk

All welcome

Noon 3rd 
September

Club Meet 
The Vine, Great Bardfield, 
Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR

Rob Woodford 
07847 098597
robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk

All welcome

11th 
September

Constable Run
Monks Eleigh, Suffolk

Marian Johnson    
01255 554828  
marj_35@btinternet.com

Pre 1940

8:00pm 13th 
September

Club Night Broadlakes Social 
Club, Shenley Lane, London 
Colney, Herts AL2 1DG

Richard Tann
0208 953 5732 
richard.tann@btinternet.com

All welcome

18th 
September

8th Sunbeam September 
Challenge, North Yorks

Alec Thompson   
01751-431478  
alec.thompson81@mypostoffice

Pre 1931

8:00pm 19th 
September

Club Night 
West Kingsdown Village Hall
Kent TN15 6BZ

George Smith    
01474 852960 
t110george47@gmail.com

All welcome

25th 
September

Third Romney Marsh Run
The Star Inn, St Mary-in-the-
Marsh, KENT TN29 0BX

Julie Diplock
01797 344277
sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk

Pre 1931 
Flat-tank
only

Noon 1st 
October

Club Meet 
The Vine, Great Bardfield, 
Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR

Rob Woodford 
07847 098597
robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk

All welcome

7:30pm 6th 
October

Club Night Six Bells, Chiddingly 
East Sussex BN8 6HE

Paul Rees     
01323 844766
paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk

All welcome

8:00pm 11th 
October

Club Night Broadlakes Social 
Club, Shenley Lane, London 
Colney, Herts AL2 1DG

Richard Tann
0208 953 5732 
richard.tann@btinternet.com

All welcome

8:00pm 17th 
October

Club Night 
West Kingsdown Village Hall
Kent TN15 6BZ

George Smith    
01474 852960 
t110george47@gmail.com

All welcome
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Graham Walker Run              John Mijatovic

DavidDickerson                                
1903 400cc Phoenix,    

silhouetted against the 
Isle of Wight on the ap-
proach to Lepe, Hants.

The view of 
machines, 
riders and 

admirers at 
Beaulieu prior 
to the event


